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MONITORING OF SITUATION WITH HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS’ 

SECURITY IN MAY, 2013 

 

 

In May, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety of 

human rights activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

20.05.2013. The head of the public supervisory commission on North Kazakhstan Region 

EvgenyGolendukhin within carrying out planned monitoring of EC-164/4 institution met 

VadimKuramshin. Vadim didn't express special claims To stay conditions on a zone, but 

nevertheless paid attention to some shortcomings. 

E.Golendukhin told about the visit of "Zhaman-sopki" (so in the people the colony of a 

particular treatment near Petropavlovsk is called) in the report extended today: "Vadim contains 

in group No. 1 (strict conditions of the contents). During conversation the close attention was 

paid to health of V. Kuramshin, to his appearance and mood. He feels not bad, relationship with 

neighbors in the camera are normal, There is no complaints to conditions of the contents and ill 

treatment from administration from him. The only thing that Vadim asked, is a call to discuss 

questions on his case with the lawyer. But according to the legislation in his conditions of the 

contents (strict conditions) the call is possible only in an exclusive situation. The chief of 

establishment explained that the right to a call" was already provided to Kuramshin . 

According to a V. Kuramshin, he has no complaints to a state of health. He is smoothly 

shaved, accurately cut, dressed in a fresh uniform and footwear. On walks he tries to subject 

himself to physical activities. Unfortunately, while he didn't receive the Vremya newspaper 

though as he noted, he was signed on this edition. 

 

Bolatbek Blyalov 

23.05.2013 on charge of carrying out unauthorized meeting in Astana for 7 days - human 

rights activist Bolatbek Blyalov.  Tens debtors on mortgage loans from different regions of 

Kazakhstan tried to carry out protest action at the government building in Astana 22.05.2013.  

The police dispersed an action, its some participants were detained.  

 

Evgeny Zhovtis 

30.05.2013. The Prosecutor General's Office, quoting the statement of Perizat Kasimova, 

29.05.2013  sent the prevention to Evgeny Zhovtis and other members of organizing committee 

of the award "Freedom". The Prosecutor General's Office warns organizers of the "Freedom" 

award about criminal liability "for legalization of the money acquired by an illegal way". 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Lukpan Akhmedyarov 

14.05.2013.  At the first court session in Uralsk accused of attempt at Lukpan 

Akhmedyarov's murder declared that had no intention to kill the journalist.  Wanted to intimidate 

only, but...  went too far.  

 

 



Zlata Udovichenko 

13.05.2013. The journalist of the Ural newspaper "Moy Gorod" Zlata Udovichenko was 

illegally held during two hours by the staff of private security firm, demanding to remove a 

photo of fire in the territory of one of the city enterprises, reported the international fund of 

protection of a freedom of speech "Adilsoz". 

As it is reported, Z.Udovichenko wrote the application in police.  

15.05.2013. More than one and a half hours the staff of security agency "KMS" illegally 

held Z.Udovichenko, the correspondent of the Vremya newspaper. 

The correspondent arrived on the territory of the Ural Elita LLP for photographing of the 

fire which has happened in shop on production of plastic windows. The young man approached 

to it and, having presented by "the employee of firm", tried to push out force it from the 

enterprise territory. 

- Then I began to tell something about illegal penetration, - I told Zlata, – and as a result I 

transferred them to employees of "KMS" who protected the territory, having told to "made me 

out" and force to remove the scenes shot on a fire. 

Our correspondent refused to delete pictures, then security guards caused a 

reinforcement. About a check point of firm some cars of security service accumulated. 

- There was an impression that they simply didn't know that with me to do, - continues 

Zlata. – I behaved quietly, but warned: if me now don't release, I will address in law enforcement 

agencies with the statement for illegal imprisonment. In total I spent more than one and a half 

hours under "the strengthened protection". 

The situation was resolved only after into place there arrived local police officers and the 

duty prosecutor. Police officers brought the journalist for enterprise gate, interrogated and 

accepted the statement addressed to the chief of the city Department of Internal Affairs. 

- It is curious that the security guards frightening me with a call of police, after arrival of 

district police officers started refusing the participation in incident, - noticed Udovichenko. - In 

particular, they declared that I insisted on remaining in the enterprise territory. However, to 

explain, why it was necessary for me, they couldn't. 

 

Orken Kenzhebek, Sanat Urnaliyev 

22.05.2013. Corresponden of Azattyk Orken Zhoyamergen and journalist Sanat 

Urnaliyev who were on duty were detained in Astana . 

Orken Zhoyamergen detained today at 13 o'clock on time of Astana when some tens 

representatives of movement of "ipotechnik" went pedestrian march to the government building 

for carrying out protest action. Correspondent of Azattyk prepared the reporting on this event. 

The police seized Orken Zhoyamergen, and together with "ipotechnik" put him in the bus. 

Detainees delivered in the Department of Internal Affairs of the district of Almaty. 

Among detainees there is also journalist Sanat Urnaliyev. 

After journalists released.  

 

Berik Zhagiparov 

On the night of 24.05.2013 the specialized interdistrict administrative court Astana 

condemned civil activist and the journalist Berik Zhagiparov from Zhezkazgan  for 15 days of 

arrest, his lawyer AselTilegenova tells to Azattyk's correspondent. 

B. Zhagiparov is found guilty of commission of an administrative offense (in 

participation in unauthorized meeting).  

 

"The truthful newspaper" 

29.05.2013 the fifth number "Truthful newspaper" couldn't leave for technical reasons. 

The day before the Business-inform printing house in Almaty unexpectedly refused to print it 

mass media under the pretext of obtaining other large order. 



According to edition, heads of the newspaper addressed in 17 printing houses of Almaty 

and everywhere were refused for various reasons. So, in Dauir printing house declared that the 

director of printing house gave the categorical instruction not to accept the order from the 

oppositional edition. Heads of Bolashak and Asyl-Arn printing houses agreed to cooperate, but, 

having received files with imposition and having studied contents of the newspaper, also refused 

to print it. 

The owner of the newspaper the business owner Aaliya Ismagulova addressed in the 

Ministry of Press and RK information with a request to recommend the state printing house 

which will render services registered by mass media "Truthful newspaper". She emphasizes that 

the newspaper doesn't place illegal materials, and "shines sensitive social issues, is balanced tells 

about events to the country, places memoirs of political and public figures, including fragments 

from Zamanbek Nurkadilov's latest book". 

 

«Vzglyad» newspaper 

The cassation board of Almaty city court upheld the judgment on «Vzglyad» newspaper 

closing in the claim of the prosecutor of the city which has considered that the edition is engaged 

in promotion of extremism.  

 

Murat Tungishbayev 

30.05.2013.  During shootings in one of offices where today passes a search, Murat 

Tungishbayev was detained, from it took away the camera and the laptop, and most it don't let 

out from the building, - blogger Dmitry Shchelokov reported in Facebook.  

 

Sergey Duvanov 

The Prosecutor General's Office, quoting the statement Perizat Kasimova, I sent to 

29.05.2013 of the prevention to Sergey Duvanov and other members of organizing committee of 

the award "Freedom".  The Prosecutor General's Office warns organizers of rewarding with the 

award "Freedom" about criminal liability "for legalization of the money acquired by an illegal 

way".  

 

Oksana Matasova 

28.05.2013 the cassation board of Akmolinsky regional court upheld the verdict of not 

guilty concerning the journalist of the «Akmolinskiye Vesti» newspaper Oksana Matasova. 

Meeting took place according to the complaint of the president of OO "Center of Development 

of Modern Journalism" of Marina Rybalko to a sentence of Kokshetausky city court and the 

resolution of appeal judicial board of Akmolinsky regional court. 

Let's remind, as a reason for criminal prosecution the article "There Is Above No Right 

— to Remain the Person" ("Akmolinskye Vesti", 23.06.2011) served. M.Rybalko considered that 

in one of publication fragments concerning it the offensive and slanderous information was 

spread. Thus in article the name of the accuser, the edition in which it worked, weren't 

mentioned. 

20.08.2012 the Kokshetausky city court recognized the journalist of the “Akmolinskiye 

Vesti” newspaper Oksana Matasova innocent in commission of the crimes provided by the Art. 

of Art. 129 and 130 of UK RK - "Slander" and "Insult". 

31.10.2012 the appeal board of Akmolinsky regional court left a sentence without 

change. 

 

Gulzhan Ergaliyeva 

27.05.2013 Gulzhan Ergaliyeva informed all that "prosecution of our journalistic activity 

from the Kazakhstan state agencies proceeds with periodic illegal intervention in work of our 

interent-editions not only in a judicial order, but a thicket – by shutdown of access to our 

resources by means of the Ministry of transport and communications, and also JSC 



Kazakhtelekom. And shutdowns are carried out without any declared reasons (claims), without a 

judgment, suddenly and in secret. 

All our attempts to find out the fact and the shutdown reason, in particular a site 

adambol.com from the management of authorized bodies (it – nuradam.kz), remain ineffectual as 

also Minstranskom, and "Kazakhtelecom" (and also all their subordinated services) in impudent 

declare that they have no relation to this problem. However, as our examination shows, the 

domain is blocked by communications operator only in the territory of Kazakhstan. At this time 

the entrance on a site is possible via anonymizers that testifies to lack of technical malfunctions 

of work of a portal. Besides, experts carried out change of the ip-address of a site, but access to a 

resource wasn't restored. From here the conclusion follows that a portal block on the domain 

name adambol.com. The same technology was applied during illegal blocking of our former site 

guljan.org closed by a court decision last year for three months, but not restored by the 

Kazakhstan authorities upon termination of arrest term. 

The new site nuradam.kz for the first time was illegally blocked 26 – 29.04.2013, 

however on our complaints and letters the ministry, a telecom of the answer didn't provide. That 

is they don't recognize the participation in illegal shutdown of our site from the Kazakhstan 

users. And here new shutdown – in the evening 24.05.2013 and to this day the readdressed site 

adambol.com was disconnected again without lawful bases everyone on that. At present we try 

to contact the management of the above-named bodies, however any phone of the head ministry 

of transport in Astana since morning doesn't answer (in total more than 10 numbers), and 

"Almatytelekom" in general refuses to discuss with us this subject. Thus, we are deprived of the 

right of information and therefore we can't make the corresponding claim in court with the 

accountability requirement these bodies of communication for violation of our legitimate rights 

for activity and compensations of the caused damage (already twice) these services. 

Therefore we put you and through your services the public (Kazakhstan and foreign) that 

at present (since 18.00 24.05.2013) an exit of ours the nuradam.kz edition Internet (it – 

adambol.com) is blocked according to the indication of the political management of RK (other 

reason can't be) by services of the Ministry of transport and communications of RK and JSC 

Kazakhtelekom subordinated to it". 

 

Alexander Kharlamov 

09.05.2013. Spouse of Kharlamov Marina Kaplunskaya phoned from Ust-Kamenogorsk 

to the person on duty in psychiatric clinic in Almaty. Appointment to Kharlamov didn't allow, 

but allowed to transfer it products and other necessary things. Telephone conversations with it 

are also impossible, tells M Kaplunskaya, referring to the staff of psychiatric clinic. 

The management of clinic says that in such cases as Kharlamov's inspection, they have 

the right to refuse on the basis of the law to "object of examination" appointment to relatives. 

The deputy director of clinic Nikolay Negay says that transfers for examinees if there is 

permission, can be transferred. 

The deputy director of clinic says that appointments earlier were possible, for example, 

lawyers with defendants when the last were on research in clinic, however, later it in a legislative 

order was cancelled: 

- According to the law on judicial and expert activity, forensic-psychiatric expertizes are 

carried out in the conditions of strict confidentiality. Whether any communication with lawyers, 

whether with relatives, with someone else can lead to change at them a mental condition, that is 

change of object of examination. 

Thus, the management of psychiatric clinic refuses to "examinee Kharlamov" 

appointment to relatives, journalists or other "strangers", referring to the law.  

14.05.2013.  Evgeny Zhovtis at a press conference in Almaty called Kharlamov's 

business "kickback of Kazakhstan to level of medieval obscurantism".  M Kaplunskaya declared 

that business of her husband has political character that it was arrested and subjected to 

psychiatric examination after made in the local newspaper the critique against local police.  



15.05.2013 Alexander Kharlamov – the 63-hletny human rights activist and the journalist 

from the East Kazakhstan small town Ridder continues to be in Almaty where it passes 

compulsory psikhological-psychiatric examination in the psychiatric center. Access to it is 

closed for all. 

28.05.2013. As Azattyk, A.Kharlamov knew it is transferred 27.05.2013 from Republican 

scientific center of psychiatry, psychology and narcology to a pre-trial detention center of 

Almaty. But charge of kindling of religious discord isn't dismissed from it. 

The M. Kaplunskaya says to Azattyk that it is recognized as the responsible. In 

psychiatric clinic any information on results of research of health of Kharlamov refused to give.  

Azattyk's journalist managed to phone in Almaty a pre-trial detention center and to speak 

by phone with Kharlamov. He told that judicial and psychological examination came to a 

conclusion that he is responsible, mentally healthy, and now him can put on a dock. 

The investigator, the police officer of Ridder Alikhan Turakbayev, in conversation with 

Azattyk says that if the forensic medical examination recognized Kharlamov healthy, it has to be 

prosecuted in Ridder: 

-  Business we will finish.  Has to return at first to Ust-Kamenogorsk, then to Ridder.  

Kharlamov's lawyer – Manshuk Medikhanova says to Azattyk that if it is recognized 

mentally healthy, now it is necessary to wait when criminal case will be brought to trial; as for 

Kharlamov's judicial prospects, he can be sent to prison or can get conditional penal. 

 

Shooting team of KTK 

In Astana 29.05.2013 the shooting team of KTK TV channel — the correspondent Artem 

Petrov and cameraman Nurbulat Kulmanov when performing of professional duties by them was 

attacked by police officers. 

Journalists, having received the message that the woman in protest got on the 

construction crane and threatens to commit suicide, arrived on a scene. Police officers, refusing 

to be presented, actively interfered with carrying out shooting, nearly didn't lay the operator the 

person on asphalt. Stopped their statement of journalists that in the next news there will be a plot 

about attack of guards on a shooting team. 

Later employees of DIA explained by phone to A.Petrov the reason of the aggression for 

that the shooting team allegedly appeared in a so-called prohibited zone. 

Upon attack journalists sent video records and statements to prosecutor's office Astana.  

 

ACTIVISTS OF LABOR UNIONS 

 

RozaTuletayeva 

03.05.2013. "The condition of mother the extremely critical", - was told in telephone 

conversation by Aliya Tuletayeva. The address of the public to the general prosecutor and the 

Minister of Internal Affairs of Kazakhstan with the requirement to allow access to condemned 

independent doctors didn't work. 

23.04.2013 more Aliya Tuletayeva reported that her mother – Roza Tuletayeva unfairly 

condemned for allegedly participation in Zhanaozen disorders and serving sentence in UG-

157/11 institution of of Atyrau, went on hunger strike. 

As occasion to a protest refusal served in receiving necessary medical care.  At the Rose 

on inspection of ultrasonography revealed a benign tumor of a liver - adenoma.  But after that, 

according to Aliya, the prison management constantly ignored numerous addresses of mother, to 

render it medical care.  As a result of its condition worsened:  it couldn't even stand on muster in 

a system, but her brought there force.  As a result the Rose was compelled to go on hunger strike 

to draw attention to the problems and a lawlessness which is creating in establishment.  

14.05.2013.  Rosa Tuletayeva compelled to submit to the Supreme Court of RK the 

application on pardon, the daughter condemned Aliya reported editions.  According to her, 

lawyer Dosbolov put her mother before a hard choice:  or it goes with all together, having taken 



it in lawyers and having subscribed under the 63rd article, or because of it oil industry workers 

will be compelled to stay the term in a colony up to the end.  

14.05.2013 of KUIS Ministry of Internal Affairs RK confirmed OO "Kadyr-Kassiet" 

Tuletayeva's diagnosis:  liver adenoma.  

28.05.2013 in Astana passed board meeting on criminal cases of the Supreme Court of 

RK where supervising complaints of 13 participants and leaders of a many months strike 

working of Zhanaozen were considered. The judgment concerning Tuletayeva is upheld. 

 

Marat Mirgayazov, disabler  

21.05.2013. Recently disabler of JSC “Arselormittal Temirtau” underwent strange 

checks. The people who have lost health on production, cause in police and prosecutor's office 

and there in detail ask on how they managed to receive certificates of disability. Such actions 

regard public human rights organizations of miners as I "poison" disabler for the purpose of 

economy of money of Mittal. 

The question of checks of disabled people was brought up by disabler at a meeting with 

JSC “Arselormittal Temirtau” administration on Monday, May 20. 

- Why our medical cards are in prosecutor's office? — one of "suspects" at a meeting 

with the management "Arselormittal Temirtau" asked a question. — I that to make tests, had to 

take the card on receipt. 

Confirmed this fact and other disabled people. 

- Here, you look, what piece of paper sent to my husband, - I showed "agenda" of the 

spouse of the miner of Shakhtinskaya mine. - Any useless scrap of paper! And in it is written that 

the husband call in investigative management of DIA of the Karaganda region tomorrow by 10 

o'clock. This piece of paper left in reception mines. We learned, already several miners caused 

there. They told that their medical records are at police officers. 

As it became clear, in police caused not only disabler, but also the chairman of labor 

union of coal miners "Korgau" Marat Mirgayazov. 

- I was there too, on interrogation as the witness, - Marat Vakifovich admitted. - The 

consequence has a list from 72 people. The investigator on fight against organized crime is 

engaged in this business. Ponder: we turn out the organized criminals! 

According to the trade-union leader, the reason of checks is covered in mercantile 

interests of the company employer which by all means wants to save on health of the workers. 

 

"Korgau" labor union 

28.05.2013. At meeting of the disabler, taken place 20.05.2013, the chairman of labor 

union of coal miners "Korgau" Marat Mirgayazov raised the question of attempt of the 

management of JSC “Arselormittal Temirtau” to leave workers without profile clinics and rest 

houses. The matter is that the administration of the company decided to transfer to private hands 

Shakhter rest house, sanatorium "Zhartas", a medical medical unit of miners, etc. Trade union 

members saw the next attempt to restrain miners in such decision of the employer and sent the 

letter to the president with a request to interfere with a situation. 

However such counteraction of labor union immediately caused response of 

administration of the industrial giant. 24.05.2013 by the press service of JSC “Arselormittal 

Temirtau” the release under heading ""Korgau's" Labor Union Manipulates Miners, Pursuing 

Own Interests" was widespread. In the document the management of the company noted: "The 

management of labor union of "Korgau" covers with the statements own business interests. In 

this question interests of miners of trade-union leaders excite least". 

And authors of release proved the approval by that "now these objects (sanatorium, rest 

house and so forth — the bus) operates labor union of coal miners of "Korgau" or directly, or 

through private firms which are supervised by labor union. The company has reasonable claims 

to the organizations which operate these objects. Check of government bodies and our own 



checks revealed problems with quality of services, serious financial violations and other abuses 

of managing organizations which are supervised by labor union". 

In release also it was mentioned that the management "Arselormittal Temirtau" 

repeatedly demanded to eliminate the revealed violations, however it wasn't made. "And recently 

"Korgau's" guide suggested the company to donate rest houses and medical objects in property 

of labor union and the private structures affiliated with it! " — appeared in the document. 

In reply to such statement lawyers of labor union of "Korgau" started preparing the claim 

about protection of honor for the director of AMT of work coordination with the government and 

to social problems for Nurlan Ryspekov, whose name appeared in release. 

- I can explain it only to one. It isn't pleasant to the company that we actively protect 

miners, we seize at AMT put under the law to workers money, and they decided to force us to 

reduce activity such methods — the chairman of labor union of coal miners "Korgau" M. 

Mirgayazov commented on current situation. 

As Mirgayazov reported, the claim to N. Ryspekov is at a preparation stage and as soon 

as he will be ready, at once will be filed a lawsuit. 

 

PUBLIC FIGURES 

 

Bakhtyla Tumenova 

29.05.2013 the staff of prosecutor's office breaks doors of the dwelling public figure B. 

Tumenova with the purpose to hand over the prevention that it didn't take part in any actions 

31.05.2013!  B. Tumenova didn't begin to sign the prevention.  

 

Aliyah Turusbekova, PA "Arka Suyeu" 

31.05.2013.  In office of the public association "Arka Suyeu" ("Support") located in 

Almaty at the address:  Tchaikovsky St., the house 23, send some staff of Almaty department of 

Agency on fight against economic and corruption crimes.  They showed the resolution on 

carrying out the search, authorized by the prosecutor of Almaty of 30.05.2013 Aliya 

Turusbekova:  "…  there are bases to believe that the award "Freedom" is financed by Mukhtar  

Ablyazov.  Organizers are members of unregistered party of "Alga".  Also there are bases to 

believe that at office there are the subjects concerning business of M. Ablyazov who is wanted.  

The withdrawal protocol is made.  Financial half-sheep withdrew 8 laptops, constituent 

documents PA "Arka Suyeu", Aliya and V. Kozlov's daily logs which were returned to KNB".  

 

Esenbek Ukteshbayev 

22.05.2013.  According to Bakhyt Suleymenova, E.Ukteshbayev can attract under 

criminal article, as he "not eligible to travel abroad" (on old affairs) – allegedly left to other city, 

without having informed appropriate authorities.  

23.05.2013 on charge of carrying out unauthorized meeting in Astana for 10 days the 

chairman of the movement "Let's Leave to the People Housing" Esenbek Ukteshbayev is 

arrested. 

Tens debtors on mortgage loans from different regions of Kazakhstan tried to carry out 

protest action at the government building in Astana 22.05.2013.  The police dispersed an action, 

its some participants were detained.  

 

Bakhyt Suleymenova, Kyzdygoy Azharkulova 

23.05.2013 activists of movement of "mortgager" of Bakhyt Suleymenovf and Kyzdygoy 

Azharkulova are fined in connection with participation in carrying out unauthorized meeting in 

Astana. The court obliged them to pay 10 monthly settlement indicators (17300 KZT). 

Tens debtors on mortgage loans from different regions of Kazakhstan tried to carry out 

protest action at the government building in Astana 22.05.2013. The police dispersed an action, 

its some participants were detained. 



 

Activists of PA "Let's Leave to the People Housing" 

22.05.2013 … police officers surrounded cottages which the mortgager who have arrived 

from another cities removed for residence in the capital for the period of visit.  The activist of 

movement Saule Batyrbekova being in one of leased buildings, by phone told that in close 

proximity to a cottage now there are about 20 police officers.  Of mortgager are afraid that if 

they will go outside, them too "will tie".  Therefore they made the decision to remain in 

buildings and ask that to the place of events there arrived journalists.  

27.05.2013 in 10.00 h.  The Debtors on mortgage, incapable to pay the credits, from 

regions of the country intend to arrange hunger strike at Bayterek. Debtors on mortgage demande 

a restructuring of debts and the termination of evictions from the only housing.  They don't 

refuse to pay bills.  Adoption of law about the only housing demand where to register norm 

about an eviction ban from the only housing.  

They didn't manage to achieve a meeting with Chief of Presidential Administration 

Masimov and the prime minister of the country Ahmetov concerning write-off of debts on the 

mortgage credits.  Despite assurances of deputies of parliament about creation of the special 

commission on write-off of loans by that who has the only housing and promises of local 

authorities to stop power evictions, in regions banks through courts continue to select on account 

of the credits at people the only housing.     In this regard cases of suicides became frequent.     

Mortgagers one way tickets and if their issues aren't resolved bought, are ready on mass hunger 

strike.     

 

Andrey Tsukanov 

30.04.2013. The Almaty city court considered the appeal complaint of Andrey Tsukanov, 

which 26.04.2013 at a press conference showered with eggs of the Minister of Labour and Social 

Protection of the population of Serik Abdenov, secretly. Hearing took place 29.04.2013 about 18 

h. The resolution of court of the first instance is left without changes. 

In what the reason of such mystery and why reported to nobody about date and time of 

consideration of the appeal complaint, on video which has been laid out in YouTube, will 

explain the employee of the press service of city court. 

 

Maksat Aysautov 

05.05.2013.  During a meeting of minister Abdenov with inhabitants Uralsk guards in the 

civilian on proposals of activist Aysautov Maksat to accept from it Easter eggs for deputies and 

ministers, and also for the president suddenly not adequately reacted, they attacked on it, having 

snatched out thus a package with eggs, then Maksat brought out of a hall, the people applauded.  

 

Nurlan Zholdasov, Gulzhan Lepesova, Zhasaral Kuanyshalin, Sagat Zhusip, Zhenis 

Doszhanov 

31.05.2013. The Freedom award ceremony in Almaty is broken. Two members of 

organizing committee – Nurlan Zholdasov and Gulzhan Lepesova took away on interrogation in 

financial police during the improvised ceremony. And public figures Zhasaral Kuanyshalin, 

Sagat Zhusip and activist Zhenis Doszhanov were detained after flower-laying in memory of 

victims of political repressions. 

 

LAWYERS 

 

Serik Sarsenov 

01.05.2013.  Chelakh’s lawyer was called today in DIA of Almaty area for evidence. As 

occasion allegedly its appeal to murder of judges which he declared in one of interview for this 

purpose served, the correspondent of Total.kz reports 



According to the lawyer and friend Sarsenov – Nurlana Ustemirov, after conversation 

them released. 

"Well Serik Kambarovich not the fool to threaten with murder. Simply, probably, there 

were any emotional statements. Most likely, it is judges addressed with the complaint in the 

Prosecutor General's Office, and it lowered then it in area. We were at the investigator. The 

procedural decision will be made later", - the defender of Sarsenov is Nurlan Ustemirov told. 

Let's remind, after sentence announcement to Chelakh's frontier guard lawyer Sarsenov in 

February, 2013 expected the resolution of appeal board of Military court of Kazakhstan to 

examine arguments of judge Karamanov concerning a deviation of the declared petitions to 

prepare the appeal.  Then Sarsenov declared:  "If legally you make nothing, it is necessary to 

take and shoot the machine gun at judges and prosecutors.  It, of course, illegally.  And it is 

lawful if the fault isn't proved to sentence the person to lifelong term?  If the judge spat on laws 

and creates everything that will want, the second judge too.  It is lawful or not?  Everything 

remains as is though all know that the decision illegal".  

 

Gulnar Zhuaspayeva 

29.05.2013. In the Facebook the lawyer tells about pressure upon it. We give excerpts: 

"On another matter according to UK RK Art. 164 I, having got permission from the 

investigator, I visited in IVS Tuletayeva Rosa. After my visit to IVS to it field investigators came 

and persuaded her to refuse my services. Within a week the Rose three times refused me and 

only at insistance of her daughter Aliya who laid down it conditions that if she will refuse me, 

she isn't her mother, I began to participate on both cases. 

But on it pressure upon the Rose and upon me didn't stop. To Tuletayeva R. constantly 

during the investigation, vessels and after a sentence persuaded to refuse my services. 

And the investigator constantly asked me why I participate on this case? You live in 

Almaty, long ago you work as the lawyer, the husband, the son and the daughter remained in 

Almaty. It is necessary to you? Let local lawyers" work. 

"Even before affairs to my husband to the Subway came to work strange people, having 

presented that they from akimat. They asked him about Erlan Kaliyev, what relationship with it. 

Men told that want to communicate, invited to have a rest at their expense, asked No. of phone of 

Erlan and asked to call it, but were refused from the husband. Now after time I understand that 

probably these people from government body promoted that my husband remained without 

work. And now I understand why the investigator constantly asked each time me why I 

participate on this case that the family remained in Almaty, and I in Aktau. It is possible that it 

was made in revenge for my active participation on Zhanaozen case". 

"My sister Zhuaspayeva Roza Rymgaliyevna a long time worked as the chief accountant 

in Almaty city branch "Nour Otan". The first week of the beginning of a court session in the 

matter of oil industry workers was rung by her head from Astana and asked, whether there is at it 

a sister? On what, she admitted that she has three sisters. And on other end ask, and sister 

Gulnara is? She answered in the affirmative. After that it is ringing, the attitude towards her 

sharply changed, any cavils in work began and, eventually, forced to leave at own will. And after 

all it was constantly awarded by diplomas and has a medal from "Nour Otan" for the excellent 

job". 

"For the third day of trial I was called by my chief from. Families also I warned that to it 

people came from KNB, asked about you and warned him that I refused participation from this 

business. On what the chief answered them that knows me as competent and basic lawyer that I 

will work within the Criminal Procedure Code and no illegal actions for my part will exist". 

"During carrying out one investigative action I heard in the address an insult "katyn" 

from the head of an investigation team, It sounded at TuletayevaRoza and the young 

investigator. 

I refused to participate further investigative action while the head won't apologize, on 

what he didn't react in any way. Next day I was compelled to go in of Zhanaozen and asked 



meetings with head Baldairov Nurlan. I complained of incorrect behavior of the subordinate and 

an insult in my address. On what Baldairov N. apologized for the subordinate and promised me 

that on arrival from Astana will oblige it to apologize before me. I asked me to come to it after a 

dinner that for me there is something important. After a dinner Baldairov N. showed me article 

in "Republic" about trial in which it is described how in court I petitioned before court for that 

the court didn't allow to the clients of workers of KNB who force to give evidences against 

Kozlov V. I. Atabayev B., Mamay. and other persons passing on another matter, in exchange to 

release according to Art. 65 of the Criminal Procedure Code of RK. 

Having read this article, I asked Baldairov N., what investigative action is carried out 

concerning me and what for pressure upon me? On what Baldairov N. warned me that I didn't 

declare from now on such petitions. On my indignation and arguments that I work within the law 

and according to the Criminal Procedure Code that my actions don't go beyond the law, 

Baldairov N. didn't react and again began to ask me that I do in Aktau, when my family in 

Almaty. I counted it as the hidden threat to me and my family". 

"In general throughout participation in the this case we with the colleague constantly felt 

the hidden threat and presence of our intelligence services. In the very first days on the rental 

apartment at furniture shift under a chair we found a bag with a grass – hemp. My colleague – 

the lieutenant colonel in Sarsembina Venera's resignation determined by a smell and a look that 

it narcotic. You can imagine: what problems we if we didn't find in time would have and didn't 

lower in a toilet bow?" 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

 

Rafail Ryazapov 

01.05.2013 30.04.2013 the resolution regional vessels SKO upheld the judgment of the 

first instance recognizing beyond the law existence of the Regional Tatar-Bashkir community of 

Muslims (TBCM). The point in this scandalous business isn't put yet, but here questions and 

exclamation marks – a set. 

In general, roots of the Tatar-Bashkir community go back to the XVII century. To 

Petropavlovsk representatives of these people appeared much earlier other immigrants and 

participated in a laying of the city. And now TBOM simply liquidate. 

With the corresponding claim in court the local department on religions some time ago 

addressed, having declared that society passed all established periods for the re-registration. Here 

so, without the prevention, correspondence and something another. Meeting of city court took 

place in the correspondence mode – without the respondent. However the circumstance didn't 

give a reason to judge Omarov to postpone business. However, for this purpose, as observers 

speak, there were also other reasons – namely insolvency of claims of the claimant. 

The chairman of TBOM, imam Rafail Ryazapov claims that they didn't allow any 

violations. 

– These are all far-fetched occasions, – he told to our correspondent. – All documents on 

a re-registration filed in time and in full. And we proved it, but the judge didn't take the fact into 

account. It's really too much! 

Rafail Mansurovich on our question of the hidden reasons of elimination of society 

declared: 

– I can't tell to whom we prevented, but I think that there is any hidden installation slowly 

us to survive. To whom?Ourselves would like to learn it. All I turn over in the mind, but I don't 

find answers. After all we constantly participate in various city and regional actions … 

He told that representatives of a community addressed in various state and political 

structures, but the answer didn't follow: 

– We wrote and to the president Nazarbayev (three times), both to “Nour Otan” party, 

and to other structures, but the due answer didn't receive. At the best our addresses went down of 

whom we complained … 



Together with community elimination threat hung and over an architecture monument – 

the Tatar-Bashkir mosque, is more senior than our independence seven times: it can simply 

select. Whether in it a problem essence? 

 

Bakhtzhan Kashkumbayev 

17.05.2013 of the pastor (since the end of 2012 of the head of religious association not 

holding a position "The Astana charitable mission "Good fortune", but behind it remains a 

dignity of the pastor for life) Bakhtzhan Kashkumbayev, the 1946th year of birth (transferred in 

the past a heart attack), invited to interrogation in DIA of Astana and detained.  The state invited 

defender Akhtanov Talgat while earlier Kashkubayev was employed by Nurbayev Reese's 

lawyer (being in business trip).  

19.05.2013 district court No. 2 of the Almaty district of the city of Astana under the 

chairmanship of judge Bayakhmetov N. E. I took out the resolution on authorization of a 

measure of restraint in the form of arrest concerning Kashkumbayev Bakhtzhan Karimovich, 

19.10.1946, accused of the commission of crime, provided by Art. 103 p.1 UK RK for 2 months, 

till 17.07.2013. Given (23.05.2013) on this resolution the appeal complaint is considered and left 

without satisfaction by court Astana 24.05.2013. 

As appears from the resolution text, the court was guided by weight of a crime of which 

commission the pastor is accused. In the resolution the following also is specified: "according to 

charge the crime is committed by Kashkumbayev B. K. under the guise of implementation of 

charitable and religious activity, by rendering psychological impact on parishioners, including 

with application of stupefying means, for the purpose of collecting donations in favor of 

association. According to the expert opinion No. 111 of 27.09.2012 the injured Almenova L.K. 

the current type, with accruing defect has a chronic mental disorder in the form of paranoid 

schizophrenia, incidentally. Adverse dynamics available for Almenova L.K. mental disorder the 

Astana charitable mission the "Good fortune" is directly connected with visit of religious 

association ", the first attack of schizophrenia was provoked by visits of sessions of church 

service of this religious association. According to the judgment No. 8 of 04.02.2013 in actions of 

the pastor of the religious association "Good fortune" of Kashkumbayev B. K. methods and 

receptions of psychotherapeutic influence and psychological impact on parishioners, including 

on Almenova L.K. are used. in the form of rational psychotherapy, a suggest with the NLP 

elements and introductions of adherents in a condition of the changed consciousness. These 

methods could have impact on a condition of mental health of parishioners, including on 

Almenova L.K. ". 

The lawyer of PA "Kadyr-Kassiet" is convinced that the court violated articles 9 and 14 

of the International Covenant on Civil and Political rights as besides violation of the right to 

protection chosen (Kashkumbayev) the lawyer, broke freedom and security of person of the 

pastor (the crime has a weight only, but not at charge, and commission of crime by the pastor 

isn't proved yet by the conviction which has entered validity of court). 

27.05.2013 lawyer Nurlan Beysekeev managed to meet client Kashkumbayev. According 

to the son of the pastor, to his father forbade to use the razor in quarantine office of a pre-trial 

detention center (ETs-166/1 DKUIS on Astana). 

 In October, 2012 searches are carried out to “Blagodat’” churches according to the 

statement of parents specified in the court resolution (of 19.05.2013) citizens. And then the press 

service of DIA of Astana declared that during a search the drink containing substance of 

phenolic group of hallucinogenic character (which it wasn't packed as RK current legislation at 

the time of a search demands), in absence of the expert opinion (prepared already in 2013) is 

withdrawn. 

 

POLITIC FIGURES 

 

Vladimir Kozlov 



08.05.2013 Aliya Turusbekova received long appointment with Vladimirov Kozlov.  On 

the page in Facebook it writes:  "…  round Volodya always crowd of activists and others 

condemned which catch each his word, and then run to write denunciations to regime 

department.  Volodya sleeps on the top circle of a bed thus that in group is full of blank spaces 

on the bottom circle.  There is a command not to lower it down, from above the camera is 

directed directly on it...  That for poverty!  !  ! "  

 

Amirzhan Kosanov 

09.05.2013.  The member of national Social Democratic Party Amirzhan Kosanov was 

brought down by the car in Almaty.  "I don't see political background – the arranged arrival", - 

he told, answering an appropriate question of the correspondent.  A.Kosanov is in traumatologic 

office of the central clinical hospital of medical control center of affairs of the president of RK 

(Council of ministers).  

 

Vasily Shamin, Communist Party of Kazakhstan 

23.05.2013. On the night of Wednesday the Ural regional committee of Communist Party 

burned down. Firefighters and police officers assume that short circuit of the telephone power 

unit which allegedly lit up from tension difference became the reason. Party members are sure is 

the next provocation of the authorities against communists. The fire happened about 4 mornings. 

The center of ignition was in one of rooms of office which settles down in the ordinary 

apartment of the city five-storey building. Communists are sure that the arson became a cause of 

the fire. 

-  Yes, the power unit is melted really off, - the chairman of the Ural regional committee 

of Communist Party Vasily Shamin speaks.  -  But in that place where it usually was, everything 

is pure.  It means, someone intentionally from there took it and set fire.  After all it any more the 

first case when the authorities do provocations concerning us.  

In 2010 at the same office, unexpectedly, the electric kettle at night lit up. 

-  To us two times set fire to office, - bends fingers on V. Shamin's hand.  -  On one of the 

May Day a door in office made by means of a welding machine.  Then told that it is hooligans.  

My giving burned, the apartment robed, office opened several times …  In a word, there is the 

whole list of unpleasant events which happen for some reason only to our people.  

At a briefing which DIA carried out on the same day when there was a fire, police 

officers declared to journalists that they consider all versions happened, including an arson. 

 

Mikhail Sizov 

30.05.2013 of Mikhail Sizov observers of the law caught this morning at an exit from an 

entrance. "Yesterday it wasn't succeeded to hand over, so caught in the morning, watch exposed. 

Here the text, get acquainted. It standard for all, I so understand", - M. Sizov on the page on a 

social network wrote. 

So, we will stop only on some moments "cautions about inadmissibility of violation of 

the law", the prosecutor of Almaty signed by the deputy Zh.Umiraliyev.  

"Available information testifies to a possible violation of the law and non-compliance 

with the judgment which have entered validity (speech about recognition "People's party of 

"Alga" the extremist organization. - bus). In particular, according to information placed on the 

Internet, 31.05.2013 in Almaty carrying out the Freedom award ceremony for 2012 is planned. 

Thus in articles widespread on a site of an award and its Internet community in the social 

network "In Contact", it is specified that this award is founded by the movement "Democratic 

Choice of Kazakhstan" and further was carried out by the assignee of movement - unregistered 

public association "People's party of "Alga". 

Thus, the award "Freedom" is inseparably linked with unregistered PA "The People's 

Party of "Alga", Which Any Activity in RK Is Forbidden". 



"According to available data, sources of financing of the award "Freedom" is the money 

stolen from BTA Bank, M. Ablyazov is accused of commission of that". 

From all this the prosecutor draws a conclusion that public men by all means are going to 

break the law and warn that it is necessary to execute judicial acts, and to use the money got by 

an illegal way in a legal turn — it is impossible. 

"I warn about the criminal liability provided by Art. 193 and 362 of Penal Code of the 

RK for legalization of money, acquired by an illegal way, and malicious non-execution of the 

judicial act", - the deputy prosecutor of Almaty Z.Umiraliyev wrote.  

30.05.2013 in the morning the staff of financial police and prosecutor's office came to 

offices of PA "Arka Suyeu" and "Balga" with a search. On arrival to the building in which there 

is PA "Arka Suyeu" office, correspondent of Azattyk couldn't pass there. People in the civilian 

let nobody into the room. 

After long expectation near a window M. Sizov's figure, the head of this organization 

seemed. Azattyk's correspondent managed to talk over with it at an open window leaf. 

Staff of financial police, M. Sizov speaks, try to break an awards ceremony the award 

"Freedom" and therefore appeared suddenly with a search. 

 

MukhtarAblyazov 

29.05.2013 in a conference room of the Pavlodar hotel "Sary - Arka" PerizatKasimova, 

mother of three children, from 2007 to 2012 being the head of the Pavlodar branch of 

unregistered party of "Alga", brought together journalists to confess and open eyes on activity of 

the head – M. Ablyazova. 

-  I can tell with confidence that the Alga party was created by fluent banker M. Ablyazov 

who through Vladimir Kozlov carried out the general management and coordination of our 

activity, - there began P. Kasimova.  -  As a whole activity of "Alga" constantly went on 

execution of instructions of Ablyazov on situation destabilization in regions, to rendering impact 

on the power and creation to Ablyazov of image of the innocent person pursued for political 

reasons.  

Kasimova, according to her, repeatedly organized various pickets at office buildings 

Pavlodar - generally concerning labor disputes for which permission in branch the people 

offended on employers applied. However soon she understood that situation forcing at the 

Pavlodar enterprises and inflating of available social and economic problems in the region was 

the purpose of her heads. 

-  After tragic events in of Zhanaozen, and also after condemnation of the leader of 

"Alga" of Kozlov I understood and realized that all this time worked not for the benefit of 

citizens of Kazakhstan, and for reputation of criminals who tried to make our hands revolution 

by analogy to Ukraine, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, - Kasenova declared.  -  As realized it is the person, 

I urge citizens not to give in on intrigues which are organized by Ablyazov's people.  In April in 

different regions of Kazakhstan passed meetings against increase of tariffs and a retirement age 

of women.  In this regard I want to tell with confidence that behind it there is an Alga party and 

other organizations affiliated with it.  It is M. Ablyazov's handwriting, it he likes to initiate such 

actions which are capable to cause damage to our country.  

Thus P. Kasimova recognized that their branch helped "to shake the boat" and to create 

public intensity to other public organizations.  In particular, to the PA "Let's Leave to the People 

Housing" Pavlodar branch.  

Journalists interested, whether at Kasimov's will decided to repent and why made it just 

now when after events in Zhanaozen there passed already a lot of time.  

- Both the will, and an initiative were personal, nobody imposed, - assured Perizat 

Orazbayevna. - In 2010 I and initiative group registered PA "Center for Protection of Human 

Rights". Today I don't want that my center associated with "Alga" that me constantly pulled, 

constantly for me looked. I want that to the center allowed to work quietly. 

 



Perizat Kasimova 

29.05.13. According to politicians Serikzhan Mambetalina and Aytkhozha Fazylov, 

Perizat Kasimova held a press conference against Ablyazov after pressure was put upon it: 

"Serikzhan Mambetalin 

Speak, threw drugs to her son and forced to act.  Country of thieves-vertukhayev in 

power... "  

"Aytkozha Fazylov 

On personal channels I received such information (for what bought, for that I sell): To the 

son Perizat threw drugs in large sizes to rescue the son it compel to stipulate ALGA and Co. 

If this is so, I can tell one:  close judges, the prosecutor, the investigator, what swine they 

weren't, even THIEVES IN LAW don't touch".  

 

Marat Zhanuzakov 

29.05.2013.  Staff of prosecutor's office breaks doors of the dwelling of the secretary of 

Organizing committee of the award "Freedom" of Marat Zhanuzakov, wants to hand over the 

prevention that it didn't take part in any actions 31.05.2013!  M. Zhanuzakov, being guided by a 

right to rest after 20.00 hours, RK guaranteed by the Constitution, doesn't open them a door.  

The search passed in other oppositional public organization, "Balga" who is headed by 

M. Zhanuzakov. Upon termination of a search the staff of intelligence services took away it with 

themselves, this moment to Azattyk's reporter managed to be imprinted on a photo. 

 

 

 

 


